No matter if you are a professional or enthusiast we spread aviation news for everyone.

Accidents

Passengers Evacuated By
Emergency Slide at London
Heathrow

SIA Flight Catches Fire While
Making Emergency Landing in
Singapore

Passengers have been forced to evacuate

A Singapore Airlines flight to Milan caught

an American Airlines flight in London

fire early Monday morning while making

today due to smoke in the cabin.

an emergency landing in Singapore, all
passengers on board escaped unharmed.

Read more
Read more

Airlines & Airports

Ryanair, Aer Lingus Cancel
Some Flights Between Ireland
and France

VLM Airlines Files for
Bankruptcy, Cancels All Flights

Another air traffic controllers strike in

announced the company has filed for

France to cause more chaos for travellers.

bankruptcy...

Read more

Belgian air carrier VLM Airlines

Read more

FedEx to Buy 6 Boeing 767
Freighters Valued at $1.2
Billion

Emirates to Deploy Flagship
A380 Aircraft on Moscow Route

FedEx is buying six Boeing 767 freighters

upgrading one of the two daily flights

valued at $1.2 billion as the world’s

servicing its Dubai-Moscow route to an

biggest

A380-800...

cargo

airline

continues

Emirates has announced that it will be

to

modernize its fleet.
Read more
Read more

Regulations & Safety

DOT and FAA Finalize Rules for Small Unmanned Aircraft Systems
Rules for small unmanned aircraft systems imposed by DOT and FAA will create new
opportunities for business and government to use drones.

Read more

British Airways Suspend Flights
To Sharm el-Sheikh Indefinitely
British Airways has suspended flights to

EASA For a Paradigm Shift in
Initial Training For Commercial
Pilots

Egypt’s Sharm el-Sheikh resort; amid

EASA is proposing to modernise the

terror fears in a blow to the country’s

learning

system

tourism.

learning

objectives

and

to

and

update
the

the

current

professional pilots’ syllabi.
Read more
Read more

Manufacturers

What Do You Know About PW1400G, CFM LEAP-1 and PD-14?
The most important difference between new and modernized aircraft in this class are the
new engines. Which include the brand new American Pratt & Whitney PW1400G with
geared turbofan, made by the classical scheme – Russian PD-14 and a joint venture of
the American General Electric and the French Safran – CFM LEAP-1, which is representing
a deep modernization of the popular CFM56 engine.

Read more

Bombardier Agrees to Sell its
Aircraft Program to Viking Air
Ltd

The A350 XWB Embarks on Its
First Demonstration Tour of
China

Bombardier announced it has reached an

The world’s newest airliner, the Airbus

agreement for the sale of Amphibious

A350XWB, will make its first demo tour of

Aircraft

China between June 25th and July 2nd.

program

to

British-Columbia

Viking Air Ltd.
Read more
Read more

Military & Defense

New F-35 Will Be ‘Game
Changer’ For Israel Air Force

Israeli Firms Step Up AntiDrone Systems

TEL AVIV – The Israel Air Force is one step

Israel is one of the latest nations to fly

closer to deploying the F-35 Lightning II,

into the expanding skies of the anti-drone

arguably

industry

the

world’s

most

advanced

stealth fighter jet, the Jerusalem Post

—

recently

introducing

systems into the global marketplace..

reported.
Read more
Read more

General aviation

two

Si2 Attempts First Emission-Free Solar Electric Transatlantic Flight
Si2 took off early Monday morning from JFK, NY, to attempt the crossing of the Atlantic
and prove that an efficient energy future is possible.

Read more

Helicopters
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